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solution shows  that a voltage of 2-188  is necessary t
separate oxygen gas from zinc.
"But we have seen that the intensity of the union of non
gaseous oxygen with zinc is represented by 1*732, There
fore 2-188 —i-732 =0-4563 the intensity due to th-
assumption by oxygen of the gaseous state."
A consideration of the electrolysis of copper sulphats
again indicates that "We may, I think, take 0-45 as a nea.
approximation to the intensity due to the gaseous conditiot
of oxygen."
"As we have already stated that the intensity necessar}
to separate oxygen from hydrogen and give the latter the
gaseous state is almost exactly i, 1-45 is, according to the
above calculations, the intensity required to electrolyse
water. This is not very widely different from 1-35. . . .
It would be curious to ascertain whether the same amount
of caloric would be evolved by the mechanical condensation
of eight grains of oxygen gas."
As Reynolds remarks, this sentence shows that Joule had
noticed that part of the voltage of the electrolysing battery
is occupied in performing an operation which may be
reversed by mechanical means.
He had perceived, in other words, that some of the elec-
trical energy from the battery was consumed in giving
motion to the molecules of gas released by electrolysis. This
distinction between non-gaseous oxygen molecules without
kinetic energy and gaseous oxygen molecules with kinetic
energy proved to be a main clue towards the discovery of
the mechanical equivalence of heat.
In his observations at the end of the paper he explains
there are three obstacles to the flow of current in an elec-
trolytic cell, resistance to conduction which evolves heat;
"resistance to electrolysis without the necessity of chemical
change arising simply from chemical repulsion," which pro-
duces a "reaction in the intensity of the battery," and wher-
ever it exists produces an evolution of heat "equivalent to
the loss of heating power of the battery arising from its
diminished intensity; and resistance to electrolysis accompanied
by chemical changes" which in virtue of its reaction produces

